-    RHAPSODY IN GREY
the first mutter of the approaching storm came from a
lady. They were somewhere in Indiana, and courtesy
required that when the vote of thanks had died away she
should hand the blushing lecturer an unobtrusive pay-
envelope, But when this charming gesture was achieved,
she intimated that its contents were about half what they
should have been and that the balance would be paid by
cheque. The reason that she gave sounded a little ominous:
her bank was, it seemed, a savings bank and did not favour
large withdrawals. There was no indication whether its pre-
judice was founded on abstract moral bias in favour of saving
or had any darker cause. But we dismissed the episode as a
mere evidence of exaggerated caution in a relatively small
community. After all, Detroit, where every bank had closed,
was a long way off; and that calamity might well have its
explanation in the entanglement of local finance in the un-
prosperous affairs of motor manufacturers or in some turn of
the obscure vendetta between the banks and Mr. Ford. But
we were confidently headed for Chicago and its gleaming
lake-front and the bright spaces of Lake Michigan. (How
New York has managed to appropriate the admiration which
belongs by every right of beauty and design to Chicago is
one of the abiding mysteries of organised publicity.)
Not that the subject of the banks was ever wholly absent.
For talk in observation-cars tended to run upon the terrifying
total of bank-failures in the past two years and the impressive
contrast with the unbroken banks of Canada and England.
Called upon for explanations, the British traveller suggested
shyly that it always looked to him as if anyone with cash
enough to pay a sign-painter could hang out a board in-
scribed " First National Bank of Dry Springs " and go into
business as a banker, and that, in this event, depositors
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